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New Hires: 4 Technical Services 
Librarians and 3 Supervisory 
Librarians

Library Technical 
Services identifies, 
acquires, classifies, 
catalogs, disseminates, 
and makes 
Government 
publications and 
information products 
accessible to 
depository libraries and 
the general public.
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WEBTech Notes

• Clean-up project completed; no more backlog

• Developing WEBTech Notes Requirements for 
a new version of this application, taking 
advantage of technologies that were not 
available to us when this application was 
initially implemented



Document Discovery

• Document discovery is an LSCM acquisition 
program intended to capture and catalog 
Federally produced publications that are 
reported to GPO outside of standard acquisition 
routes and services.

• Terms used interchangeably to describe this 
content: Lost Docs, Fugitive Docs, Discovery 
Docs 



Documents Submission Channels

• Form on www.gpo.gov page

• Direct emails to GPO email addresses

• askGPO

• docdiscovery@gpo.gov

http://www.gpo.gov/
mailto:docdiscovery@gpo.gov


Scope Determination and 
Cataloging

• Technical Services staff review the 
request and make a scope determination

• If determined to be in scope and un-
cataloged, Technical Services and 
Cataloging staff will catalog the material



Recent Internal Review of the 
Document Discovery Program 

• Receives over 100 emails per month to the 
inbox

• Over 45% of title submissions come directly 
from Federal agency content creators

• Since July 2016, reviewed 720+ title 
submissions from the backlog for scope 
determination and cataloging, plus processing 
460+ new requests



Moving Forward

• LSCM continues to receive about 10-15 title 
notifications per day.

• New submissions are being actively 
reviewed and placed into a cataloging 
workflow.

• LSCM is working to improve the response 
time, review time, and management of 
workflow and requests.



GPO: Member of Library of 
Congress ECIP Cataloging 

Partnership Program
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CIP involves

• Assigning SuDoc and LC Class 

numbers (GPO will add Dewey 

numbers in the future.)

• Creating new Name Authority (NACO) 

and Subject Heading (SACO) records 

as needed



Agencies

United States Government Publishing 

Office

Combat Studies Institute, 

U.S. Army Command and General Staff 

College Press

Air University Press, Air Force Research 

Institute

Smithsonian Institution 

Scholarly Press

U.S. Department of the Interior, 

U.S. Geological Survey

National Gallery of Art 



Our favorite title thus far. . .



Records first appear in: 
catalog.loc.gov and then in OCLC



GPO ECIP Records



If your agency wants to submit

publications to CIP or become an 

ECIP (cataloging) partner…

Please review the membership guidelines

http://www.loc.gov/publish/cip/about/membership.html

Contact the CIP office:

Caroline Saccucci

202-707-3317

csus@loc.gov



GPO to Retain More Types of Classification 
Numbers in Bibliographic Records

• 050 - Library of Congress Call Number

• 060 – National Library of Medicine (NLM) Call 
Number

• 070 – National Agricultural Library Call Number

• 082 – Dewey Decimal Classification Number



Example: Agricultural Statistics



FDLP Web Archive 

• As of  October 7, 2016, there are 146 
records in the FDLP Web Archive. 

• Access to the Web Archive collections in 
the Catalog of U.S. Government 
Publications (CGP) available from: 

https://catalog.gpo.gov



FDLP Web Archiving



FDLP Web Archiving Collection has 
Grown: 146 records in CGP



Example: GPO homepage by 
archived dates



Example: GPO collection page 
seed list 



FDLP Web Archive: 
record template



FDLP Web Archive: 
record template



FDLP Web Archive: 
sample record





Feedback from OCLC Research 
Library Partnership Web Archiving 
Metadata Working Group 

...I really like your records: they're very clear and 
include some features I haven't seen before, and 
I've looked at quite a few records. Your abstracts 
are beautifully clear. The very clear labels for URL 
fields provide wonderful clarity. … felt compelled 
to give feedback to a library on records that I think 
are really successful. Kudos!



BIBFRAME: Bibliographic 
Framework Initiative



GPO’s continuing education and 
engagement with BIBFRAME 
include:

Training through webinars and attendance at 
conferences: ALA, PCC Operations Meeting, 
Potomac Technical Processing Librarians 
(PTPL), etc.



GPO’s continuing education and 
engagement with BIBFRAME 
include, continued:

Attendance at BIBFRAME update at PCC 
Operations Meeting, May 2016

Participation in PCC’s tutorial:  “Moving-Away-
From-MARC”-a-thon: Visualizing Resource 
Descriptions in the Linked Data Environment 

http://bibframe.org/tools/editor/

http://bibframe.org/tools/editor/


BIBFRAME Editor Demo



Other Highlights

• Collaborate with GPO’s office of Programs, 
Strategy, & Technology (PST) to work on 
metadata creation and improvement for born 
digital and ingested content in FDsys/govinfo

• Shelflist work continues; completed 150 
drawers of the Historic Shelflist



Questions? 
Comments? 

Fang Gao

202-512-1966

fgao@gpo.gov



GPO Classification Manual:
Update on the Revision

Kristina Bobe

Senior Planning & Development Specialist



Background

Adelaide Rosalie Hasse
(1868-1953)

• GPO years:1895-1897



What is SuDocs Classification?

• Provenance system: 
relies on the origin of 
the document

• Similar to archival 
systems

• Not a decimal system; 
number after the 
‘period’ is a whole 
number
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• A Practical Guide to the Superintendent of Documents 
Classification System (1985)

• GPO Classification Manual: A Practical Guide to the 
Superintendent of Documents Classification System (1987)

• GPO Classification Manual (1993)



What does the Manual include?

• Class Stem Description

• Category Classes and Special 

Publication Types

• Serials and Series Treatment

• Book Numbers

• Congressional and Related 

Publications

• Special Cases and Maps

• Glossary

• Abbreviations 
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What is it used for?

• Applying class stems to acquired publications

• Making Cutter decisions for SuDocs assigned 
to specific documents

• Historical research to respond to askGPO 
questions about classification

• FDLP Community use for local application
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Advantages to the revised edition

• Current and easy to update

• Authoritative: date of publication; last update

• Cross-references within content

• SuDocs examples will link to CGP record

• Links to resources outside of content (CGP, 
FDsys/govinfo, etc.)

• Online resource = increased visibility

• Print-friendly
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Status update on the revision

• All Class Manual content has been reviewed.
• Individual articles have been reviewed by subject 

specialists.

• Information verified

• Examples updated

• Some articles are in final draft form.

• Schedule ahead includes formatting, quality 
control, and usability testing
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• Vertical accordion-style 
‘tree’ navigation menu

• Sticky navigation scrolls 
with the page; remains 
visible from anywhere on 
screen

• Animated icons expand 
and collapse chapters & 
subsections

• Links to chapter and 
subhead content

• Search option delivers 
results after typing just a 
few characters

• Responsive and touch-
ready for mobile & smart 
devices



Sidebar links to useful 
resources and 

to contact GPO



Project Team

LSCM Staff working on this project 
come from multiple units:

• Cataloging

• Classification

• Projects & Systems

• Technical Services

• Web Team

• LSCM Management
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Next steps…

• Team will continue 
content updates

• Finalized content 
migrated to online 
resource

• Ongoing fine-tuning 
and adjustments

• Launch planned for 
late 2017

First 
revision

Discussions

UpdatesMigration

Tweaks Launch



Thank you 
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Questions?

askGPO
www.gpo.gov/AskGPO

Category: Federal Depository Libraries
Subcategory: Classification and Item Numbers

Kristina Bobe
kbobe @ gpo.gov

http://www.gpo.gov/AskGPO


GPO Cataloging Guidelines 
Revision:
Update

Marty Bokow

Librarian (Database Integrity & Authority Control)



Where are the current Cataloging 
Guidelines?
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Current GPO Cataloging 
Guidelines
• Written & revised by LTS staff, including subject 

matter experts for different chapters

• Begin with the former Guidelines, then update 
& revise these as needed

• Reviewed by Cataloging Policy & 
Documentation Committee and entire LTS staff

• Undergo numerous revisions

• All Guidelines (chapters) are in constant 
revision due to the current cataloging 
environment



Background

• GPO Cataloging Guidelines, 2002. Fourth 
edition

• “Further revisions to the guidelines should be 
expected in the future as government 
publishing and cataloging practices evolve.”

• Needs updating, due to:
 Change from AACR2 to RDA in April 2013

 Constant changes in national practice & policy

 Changes in local practice, such as the separate 
record approach
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2002 GPO 
Cataloging 
Guidelines

• Fourth edition

• Print, HTML, and 
PDF formats

• (HTML format no 
longer available)



2002 Cataloging Guidelines
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Importance & Uses of the 
Guidelines -- Consistency
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• “GPO cataloging records appear in the catalogs 
of depository libraries and of other libraries 
throughout the world.”

• “Developed … primarily as an internal working 
document.”

• But also useful to other institutions who catalog 
Government documents

(quotes from the 2002 CGs, Introduction)



Importance & Uses of the 
Guidelines -- Efficiency
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“Despite the many changes that have taken 
place in cataloging practices during the past 
decade, GPO’s mission of creating quality 
cataloging records to serve the general public 
and depository users in an efficient and timely 
manner remains the same.” -- 2002 CGs, 
Introduction



Importance & Uses of the 
Guidelines -- Efficiency
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Catalogers without Guidelines …



Greater Efficiency: Example 1

National Standard

• RDA 2.4.1.5: Statement of 
Responsibility Naming More 
Than One Person

• Example: L.H. Booth, P. 
Fisher, V. Heppelthwaite, 
and C.T. Eason

• Optional Omission:

• Example: Roger Colbourne
[and six others]

GPO Guideline

• Bibliographic Cataloging: 
General MARC Field Policies
(forthcoming)

• “With the exception of 
Congressionals, GPO 
follows the optional omission 
from RDA 2.4.1.5: “If a 
single statement of 
responsibility names more 
than 3 persons … 
performing the same 
function …, omit all but the 
first.”



Greater Efficiency: Example 2

National Standard

• RDA 9: Identifying Persons

• RDA 9.16: Profession or 
Occupation

• This element is optional
unless:

• “ … profession or 
occupation is a core 
element when needed to 
distinguish a person from 
another person with the 
same name.”

GPO Guideline

• Name Authorities: General 
Procedures

• “For the optional fields in 
a name authority record, 
include these fields 
whenever the information 
is readily available in the 
resource being 
cataloged, and can 
quickly be added. No 
extra sources need be 
consulted.”



Greater Efficiency: Example 3

National Standard

• RDA 11.2.2: Identifying 
Corporate Bodies (CBs)

• RDA 11.2.2: Sources of 
Information: [Use] the 
following sources:

• (a) the preferred sources of 
information in resources 
associated with the CB

• (b) … [omitted]

• (c) other sources (including 
reference sources)

GPO Guideline

• Name Authorities: General 
Procedures

• “… it is usually not 
necessary to consult any 
additional sources beyond 
the resource cataloged. 
However, if the resource 
cataloged is not issued by 
the entity whose name you 
are establishing in the 
authority file, do consult at 
least one additional source”



The Two Extremes

Perfect records=large 
backlogs

Poor records=small 
backlogs



The Balance (or middle ground)

“Quality records in an efficient and timely manner”



How does GPO’s use of the Guidelines 
impact FDLs?

1. Example from Bibliographic Cataloging: 
Overview: “OCLC Maintenance”

• GPO continually updates/maintains serial records in OCLC.

• GPO only updates monograph records in OCLC to correct GPO’s 
own errors, clarify or improve GPO’s data, or add links to other 
records.

• Other institutions may change GPO records in OCLC.

• GPO is not responsible for these changes made by other 
institutions, and will not modify such data in OCLC at the request 
of libraries.

• The Catalog of U.S. Government Publications is the authoritative 
source for all GPO’s records and cataloging activity.



How does GPO’s use of the Guidelines 
impact FDLs?

2. Example from Bibliographic Cataloging: 
Overview: “Separate Record Policy”

• GPO follows the separate record approach.

• Switched from single record approach in 2008 at request of FDLs

• Now, GPO creates separate records for each format: print, 
microfiche, online, DVD/CD-ROM.

• Previously, single records described more than one format.

• When an older “single record” is found, especially for serials, GPO 
splits it into 2 or more records, one for each format.

• However, GPO will leave online information (MARC fields 856, 
074, 530, 538) in the OCLC master record for the tangible format.



(Example 2 cont’d) For example, the same 
print record for NCI's annual report on 
complementary and alternative medicine

In OCLC

• Online version: NCI's annual 
report on complementary 
and alternative medicine ǂw
(DLC) 2011230002 ǂw
(OCoLC)695383044

• 856 41ǂu 
http://purl.fdlp.gov/GPO/gpo
2803

In the CGP

• Online version: NCI's annual 
report on complementary 
and alternative medicine $w 
(DLC) 2011230002 $w 
(OCoLC)695383044

• [No PURL]



How does GPO’s use of the Guidelines 
impact FDLs?

3. Examples from Bibliographic Cataloging: 086 
SuDoc Number

• Different formats of the same publication may have the same 
SuDoc number.

• SuDoc classes are recorded in the 086 field: subfield “a” is for the 
SuDoc number, used by GPO, and subfield “z” is for 
canceled/invalid/incorrect SuDoc numbers.

• Subfield “z” is used for classes that were assigned/recorded in 
error; it is not used for class changes that result from agency 
reorganizations.

• When the SuDoc number for a title has changed due to agency 
reorganizations, each correct SuDoc number is listed in a separate 
086 $a. The 086 fields are recorded in the order of oldest number 
to the most current.



What’s New?

New chapters have been added:

Bibliographic Cataloging: Overview

Bibliographic Cataloging: Microfiche

Bibliographic Cataloging: Technical Reports

Bibliographic Cataloging: Cartographic 
Materials



What’s New?

Many existing chapters have been updated:

Bibliographic Cataloging: Serials

Bibliographic Cataloging: 086 SuDoc Number

Name Authorities: RDA, Corporate Names



New format coming soon (1)
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Navigation menu is 
designed to “stick” to 
the top of your viewing 
screen and to be visible 
from any point on your 
monitor 



New format coming soon (2)

• Sidebar will include link 
to comprehensive PDF 
version

• Navigation menu 
includes dedicated 
“Search” of all chapter 
section titles

• Icons along left of the 
menu open and close 
chapters to reveal 
sections within
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New format coming soon (3)

• Animated icons spin 
downward when a 
section is opened and 
spin to the right to 
indicate it’s closed

• Here you see the first 
major section, 
Bibliographic 
Cataloging, opened, 
with its 10 chapters 
(now 13)
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New format coming soon (4)

• Icons along left of the 
menu open and close 
chapters to reveal 
sections within

• “Open” sections of the 
menu are highlighted

• Here you see the 
sections of the chapter, 
Bibliographic Cataloging:
086 SuDoc Number
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New format coming soon (5)

• Here you see the chapter 
on Bibliographic 
Cataloging: Technical 
Reports, showing the 
subsections of the 
section, Cataloging 
Instructions

• Clicking on the words will 
take you to the content, 
either chapter heads or 
subheads within chapters
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New format coming soon (6)
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Restyled chapters 
include boxes to 
highlight examples 
within the text



Thank you 
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Questions?

askGPO
www.gpo.gov/AskGPO

Category: Federal Depository Libraries
Subcategory: Cataloging

----Policies & Practices

Marty Bokow
mbokow@gpo.gov

http://www.gpo.gov/AskGPO


National Bibliographic Records 
Inventory Initiative (NBRII)
Update

Suzanne Ebanues

Senior Planning & Development Specialist



NBRII

It is various efforts to provide bibliographic records 
and serial holdings records through the CGP for:

 Fugitive material, primarily pre-1976; those 
distributed to FDLs and true fugitives

 Older publications with only non-electronic 
bibliographic records, such as Monthly 
Catalog or Historic Shelflist

 Publications with only minimal bibliographic 
records
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How does the NBRII work?

 This effort is a major, long-term undertaking by 
LSCM.

 It is composed of many smaller projects.

 It is conducted by LSCM staff, through contracts, 
and/or cooperative cataloging projects and 
partnerships with depository libraries and others.

 All NRBII projects are initiated and implemented in a 
staggered approach as time and resources allow.
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Status of FY16 Efforts
Cooperative Cataloging Projects

 University of Montana: 99 records for general 
publications from the EPA 

 University of Colorado, Boulder: 915 records for 
the print version of the USGS Bulletins

 Colorado School of Mines: 1,679 records for 
electronic versions of the USGS Bulletins

 FRASER: continue to process quarterly lists of 
new titles
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Status of FY16 Efforts
Record Conversion Projects

 Historic Congressional Hearings and Prints:
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Total Physical 
Hearings 
Processed: 

Item Record 
Added to 
Existing CGP 
Record:

OCLC 
Record 
Exported 
with No 
Matching 
Shelflist: 

OCLC Record 
Exported and 
Overlaid 
Shelflist
Record:

Transcribed 
Directly into 
ILS:

7,681 3,264 1401 2693 34



Status of FY16 Efforts
Record Conversion Projects

 Historic Shelflist:
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Serial Issues 
Checked In to 
CGP

Transcribed 
Records

Corporate 
Name and 
LSCH  Added 
to Previously 
Transcribed 
Records

Total 
Drawers 
Completed

72,777 17,662 18,083 150



Thank you!
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Questions?

Suzanne Ebanues
sebanues@gpo.gov


